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Date palm, Phoenix dactylifera L., a monocotyledonous angiosperm diploid species belonging to the Arecaceae (Palmae) family, is considered as one of the world’s first cultivated fruit trees. Along with the olive and the fig, the three represent an ancient group of fruit trees closely associated with the beginnings of agriculture and the sustenance of humankind in the arid regions of the Old World.

For the last century, scientists have been engaged in research to delineate agricultural challenges, find suitable solutions, and continue to expand awareness and utilization of this majestic species. As part of an ongoing effort to provide researchers with periodic updates on date palm research, future special issues on the subject are planned, the frequency to depend upon the proliferation of relevant research results. Recently, a Special Issue on The First Date Palm and Dates Conference (held at King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on December 4-7, 2011) was published (Emir. J. Food Agri., 2012, Volume 24, Issue 5).

This Special Issue on Date Palm Current Research provides a valuable source of current research achievements relevant to this important fruit tree crop. In addition to six review articles highlighting progress and current status of several subjects, four original research articles present the latest results obtained by scientists actively working with date palm. Aspects covered in this compilation are: Nutritional importance, Micropropagation, Abiotic and biotic challenges, Genetic resources, and Molecular biodiversity.

Date palm is mainly grown for its fruits, but the whole tree is utilized. Dates are a highly nutritious source of sugars, minerals, vitamins and antiatherogenic nutrients. Dates are used as a sweetener in numerous traditional desserts and contemporary baked goods, Manickavasagan et al. (2013) article recommends date fruits as a sugar-substitute source in traditional foods.

Propagation of date palm is traditionally by offshoots; however, increased demands for offshoots to expand agricultural areas have necessitated the use of tissue culture. Remarkable progress has been made in date palm micropropagation since it was first achieved in the early 1970s. At present, commercial micropropagation is becoming commonplace for commercial date palm production. Researchers continue to improve this process through empirical assessment of various tissue culture factors in relation to the wide array of available cultivars. An article exemplifying these efforts is presented by Ibraheem et al. (2013) where proliferation of somatic embryogenesis of cv. Zaghlool was investigated in response to solid and liquid cultures. Culture contamination, perhaps the oldest and most complex challenge of tissue culture success, is revisited in the article by Abass (2013) who focused on microbial contaminants tissue culture laboratories in Iraq.

Another restriction of date palm tissue culture is the scarification of the tree through the excision of shoot tips for utilization as explants source. An alternative source of explants is of paramount importance when none or a low number of offshoots are available. The in vitro response of various explants is influenced by genotype and numerous culture factors. Researchers have achieved in vitro regeneration of date palm using florescence explants as a less invasive alternative. Abahmane (2013) reviewed achievements and limitations of date palm inflorescence explants.

The main date-producing countries are found in regions where extremely high temperatures, a limited water supply and saline soils represent major agricultural constraints. Date palms are resilient in the face of these adverse environmental conditions. However, fruit quality and yield are affected by soil salinity and water stress. In light of global climate warming these problems are expected to be exacerbated in the date palm
growing regions, thus intervention strategies are needed to overcome these impending challenges. Al-Karaki (2013) has addressed in his review article about improved water utilization using mycorrhizae.

A current biotic challenge for date palm agriculture is the devastating impact of widely-disseminated pests and diseases. The most serious pest of date palm, as well as many other palm species in the world, is the red palm weevil. This aspect is well covered by Hazir and Buyukozturk (2013) highlighting the status and control methods of red palm weevil and red palm scale insects mainly focus on Turkey.

Breeding efforts to improve tolerance to abiotic as well as biotic stress conditions is of paramount importance for sustainable agriculture of date palm. Conventional date palm breeding is restricted by a long juvenile phase and high heterozygosity. Relevant to this aspect, Johnson et al. (2013) reviewed reflecting a contemporary look at the seedling date palms as a potential germplasm. Moreover, modern biotechnological approaches including in vitro embryo rescue techniques offer indispensable tools for date palm breeding through the production of interspecific hybrids. The prospect of interspecific hybridization in relation to date palm conservation and genetic improvement is reviewed by Gros-Balthazard (2013).

In support of breeding efforts, biotechnology offers effective approaches for date palm improvement and germplasm conservation and characterization. Molecular tools are being used in different crops for studying genetic diversity, genomics, markers assisted selection and breeding. We have included two articles on the use of molecular techniques based on DNA analysis to study date palm biodiversity. Srivashtav et al. (2013) addressed genetic diversity in the Kutch region of India and El Kichaoui et al. (2013) described genotyping of date palm cultivars of the Gaza Strip of Palestine.
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